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About This Content

Feel the pulse of a world at war. Now with all music from the game, the Grey Goo soundtrack combines the sonic firepower of
Frank Klepacki (composer of Command & Conquer) with the depth and scale of the Budapest Scoring Symphonic Orchestra.

This updated track list includes:

CD 1 - The Beta
1. Grey Goo Main Theme

2. We Have A Breach
3. The Beta

4. We Were Ambushed
5. Battle Stations
6. Beta Formation
7. Are We Certain

8. On the Hunt
9. Crush Under Foot
10. Change Tactics
11. Base Expansion

12. Bring The Hailstorm
13. Go Through Them

14. Wall Defense
15. Skystrike

16. Preparing For Counter Assault
17. The Hand of Ruk
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18. War Has Given You A Voice

CD 2 - The Humans
1. The Humans

2. Abandon Ship
3. Efficient Patrol

4. Analyze Hostile Forces
5. Advancing Position
6. Redgrave’s Location

7. Exploration
8. Assemble and Attack

9. Agile Maneuvers
10. Prisoner Negotiation
11. Increase Production

12. Human Confrontation
13. So That Others May Live

14. Materialize
15. Valiant Assault

16. Catalyst Detonation

CD 3 - The Goo
1. The Goo

2. System At Risk
3. Power Growing

4. Spreading
5. Acquire Data

6. Replicate
7. Protect and Destroy

8. The Pathfinder Program
9. Evolve

10. All Life is Hostile
11. Silence Is Growing

12. Emergent
13. A Greater Threat

14. Eliminate
15. Unified

16. War is Evolving

CD 4 - The Shroud
1. The Shroud
2. Cultivation
3. Propagation

4. Vexation
5. Disruption

6. Exceed the Enemy
7. Exterminate

8. Flourish
9. All Will Be Silenced

10. Vexation (Metal Version)
11. Disruption (Metal Version)

12. Exceed the Enemy (Metal Version)
13. Exterminate (Metal Version)

14. All Will Be Silenced (Metal Version)
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Music composed, produced, performed, mixed and mastered by Frank Klepacki.

Live orchestra and choir production: Dynamedion GbR, Germany
Session management: Pierre Langer
Session booking: Antonello Martina

Session producer: David Christiansen
Orchestrator: David Christiansen

Additional orchestration: Dawit Khosrovian

Orchestra: Budapest Scoring Symphonic Orchestra
Conductor: Tamas Bolba

Choir: Budapest Cantate Choir
Conductor: Zoltan Pad

Pro Tools engineer: Miklos Lukacs
Sound engineer: Gabor Buczko

Recording producer: Miklos Lukacs Jr.
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easy first place, it could honestly be competitive in leaderboards. Not scary, but pretty fun.. A demanding game for the
passionates of leaderboards

A very simple concept wich reminds a lot of Ikaruga : your ships has two colors, you can switch from one another during
gameplay or have both at the same time. The elements on your way will interact depending the actual color you have. simple
isn't it ?
What makes the whole thing interesting is the succession of the differents patterns that asks you to be very focus on your color
switch. It may be frustrating in the beginning, especially when it feels like the pattern is unfair to you (looking at you rotating
pieces), but in the end it's very enoyable to successfully chain the different obstacles you failed at before. Speaking of failure :
you will fail a lot. Nexus is demanding a lot of reflex and skills, maybe a bit too much in the higher difficulties. But the pain of
failure is quickly gone thanks to the fact you can restart almost instantly, and so you find yourself starting over and over again to
beat that 3 seconds record you just made.

The Collect mode helps to re-new a bit the experience of the game (some will find it more interesting).
But the core mode seems to be the Co op mode wich split the ship in two pieces (the two colors\/ players) that can fuse into one,
when this happens both players can move the ship around and it asks some serious coordination sometimes wich lead to a fun
experience when you can't seem to play exactly together. The color modealso give more meaning to the color system.

Visually great, nexus also shines thanks to the soundtrack with the electro style that fits perfectly with the general theme of the
game.. A nice chop, easy to fly and very good handle.. Well, the store description is accurate. So what you read is what you get.
With that in mind, sure, why not.. Right now it's a sparse game. There's a lot to do but not much of it is interesting. As for
nuance, as some claim there is, there's not much of it. Game doesn't feel finished and feels boring as hell. Updates could
improve it greatly. Developers DO seem to be doing things. I'd give this some time. certainly not worth $20, not worth it for free
if you ask me. Needs content.
Beware of YouTubers making a dull game look like fun.. The "Game", or better the experience works fine for me.

The thing is though, while the idea or concept of this is amazing, the quality sucks at the moment. I guess it was aimed at
mobilephones, but for the Vive the quality needs to be better. I understand that the already existing videos of rides can't just
made higher resolution, but the animated stuff is another thing. For the price asked i think they sould reshoot the rides in higher
quality and rerender the animated stuff. Then it would be absolutley worth the money. Like this i don't think so.

If you want to check out some of the VR experiences or rides and don't really care for the quality then this is for you. Otherwise
get one of the other Rollercoaster things here on Steam, there are some that are actually good.. This game is much better than I
expected, especially for the price. I've played many games priced higher than this that don't offer the same amount of
enjoyment. I am especially fond of how each country speaks their own language, unless addressing something vital.. The game
cannot save or load?
Have applied refund, if fixed I will purchase again.. Hope that in steam DCSdlc to see more modules.Such as M2000c\/Spitfire
IX\/C-101\/Bf 109 K-4.Please don't let us wait too long. thx!
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Nothing unique, not interesting at all. Game play is simplistic, boring.. Very shady business practices having random games start
up with factions not in the game to try to force the player to buy DLC. Going to disappear this one down the memory hole..
Cmon if you didnt know about this game you would try to buy it.So wolfenstein 3d a hard game if you play on a mode above
*dont hurt me* is a fun game also its a long game whit 6 episodes and let me tell you every floor from episode 1 to episode 5 is
a good floor now whit episode 6 there are floors like the second one that are hated for being maze like and floor 8 and now in
2019 the dos version isnt that good so i recomend playing it whit a source port like EC WOLF Since the dos version dosent have
strafing and the game is even more hard whitout it.i have completed this game every year probably the best oldschool
wolfenstein game ever made but people say that return to castle wolfenstein is better and yea i can see why but in my opinion
this is the best oldschool wolfenstein game. Very decent horror game for a small price.

This one I can undoubtedly recommend to every horror-fan out there. It's short, scary, easy to play but hard to master if you
want all the achievements you have to record paranormal activities, aka jumpscares... that's not exactly easy .
It has a great story, good design for the house and the gameplay is very intuitive and the riddles all make sense.
40cents on sale, 2 bucks regularly, are really not too much here, just get it, it's worth your time!. Okay, i do like how simple it is
and i believe it is better for just anyone who wants to create a wallpaper (comparing to wallpaper engine) cause its simplistic and
quite easy to learn, allthough there are issues, You cannot undo\/control z, which is stupid because if you
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 something up, you need to take your time to figure out how to un\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 it,
which is frustrating, but makes you be more careful about what you do. Another big thing is that you can take anyones
workshop wallpaper and change it how you like and upload it trough the workshop which i think is really stupid because thats
basically art theft, you can just take someones work and reupload it as your own which is scary. I know this is in early access
and i will keep updating this review once i find more missing features\/bugs.

Edit : bugs with the shadows not displaying correctly once the time changes,no backups are being saved, that means if you
accidentally delete your work then its gone for good, also please add a ctrl+z option :D And it would be nice if it wouldnt
display me as playing rain wallpaper while just using a wallpaper in the background.. Running it on a high end system with HTC
vive and I have not made past the menus at the beginning. The two times it almost seemed to connect to a server it just
teleported me to a edge of the menu platform and you are then stuck in limbo.

I would wait before buying this title, even in early access.
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